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Report of meeting held at School of Economic Science, 11 Mandeville Place, London W1U 3AJ

Present: Pete (chair), May, Janos, Paul, Ellena, Mary (notes), Tony Crawford, visiting from Canada.

Introducing his video, which has only just been produced, Tony said it is the work of three years.  It’s 
seriously unknown stuff.  Refers to Trump not paying tax because he has a billion dollar tax credit.  
This is put down to a business loss in the course of building his towers.  The document that was 
leaked was just a tax return.  Over these years Tony has been creating a dictionary of words 
explaining how the bank system works, e.g. Tonnage Act had hidden bills inside it. He recommends 
that for proper accounting we use a Bank Transaction Control Number.

‘Crawford’s Gullible Taxpayer Law’ is defined for the government of Canada to recode the law a 
bank transaction control number is required to safeguard financial consumers from predators and to 
protect taxpayers from ‘Tax Scams for the Rich’ as promised ‘The budget will balance itself’ in the 
Canadian 2015 Federal Election. New code will reveal personal private and public principal and 
interest losses to ‘Rent Seeking Tax Arbitrage’ and prohibit coinage from ‘Twice Paid Tax Credit 
Windbill. Conversions’ that recapitalizes notional national debt hidden from the Treasury, which not 
reported in the budget is a breach of ‘No Taxation Without Representation’ Magna Carta principle. 
Because it is based on debt, money is a “legal fiction”.

A four part ‘Tax Credit Notional Windbills’, ‘Interest Shortfalls’, ‘Principal Windfalls’,  and ‘National
Refills’ guide is available in fifteen minute segments for the Moneymaker: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlJiJxPEz9g  and Lawmaker: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9qiMdczC_k&t=47s   
and Canadian Taxpayer Appeal: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmL4Qfj_vCA

For trial of Bank of England debt based economics in the Bills of Exchange Act, 1882 that a 
declaratory judgment is required to clarify 17th century law in case of crime in the modern ‘Rent 
Seeking Tax Arbitrage’ economy of the 21st Century: http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2017-03-
10/nobel-prize-winning-economist-blasts-americas-rent-seeking-economy.

Anthony Crawford’s book written in 2013 is “Contaging” - 
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/14569666-contaging .  It’s about the contaging of debt.

Canada’s campaign is: COMER: http://www.comer.org . In the UK we had the LIBOR (London Inter 
Bank Offered Rate) scandal. Tony contributed to John Tyrie Commission on Monetary Reform: 
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/jun/19/tyrie-report-banking-reform-jail-sentences.

In the UK, Pete made a comparison with Lawful Rebellion and Chris Coverdale’s one-man refusal to 
pay tax.  Tony has connected up with Positive Money’s campaign, through Frank Van Lervenn- 
http://www.positivemoney.org  and John Courtneidge’s Campaign for Interest-free Money - 
http://www.interestfreemoney.org . See also Steve Keen’s Debtwatch:  
http://www.debtdeflation.com/blogs/  - He will be presenting in Canada’s History of Economics event 
on 22nd June 2017: http://historyofeconomics.org/hes2017/ 
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